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CONTENTS

1 Introduction

At present, virtual electro-magnetic compatibility (EMC) testing becomes to be
seriously employed by EMC community. Commercial aspects force developers to
simulate more and more complex structures like cars or aircrafts. On the other
hand, extreme complexities of such systems obviously result in unbearable high
computation demands. A possible solution to the problem lies in dividing given
super-complex domain onto the several coupled sub-domains, each one worked out
by a particular efficient method. Such sub-domains can be represented by problems
like EM wave incidence on an aircraft, EM coupling between external environment
and aircraft fuselage, EM field distribution inside the fuselage, calculation of induced
currents in cables, cable structure modelling, or electronic equipment simulation on
circuit level.

This approach makes possible to address the crucial sub-domains and search
alternative solutions which would not be applicable on the whole super-complex do-
main. Behavioural modelling takes an important part in this growing approach due
to its versatile applicability and efficiency. A behavioural model can learn behaviour
of a particular sub-domain (e.g. shielding effectiveness of composite material), can
act as a coupling device (e.g. estimation of the transfer function of aircraft fuse-
lage), enables to estimate the probability of occurrence of an observed quantity (e.g.
dangerous level of field intensity), can classify material structures, or systemati-
cally simplify a complex system according to its external behaviour (e.g. impedance
network simplification). All mentioned tasks can be formulated as one of the fol-
lowing problems: approximation, probability density estimation, classification, and
combinatorial optimization. This kind of special electromagnetic (EM) tasks can
be performed using a probabilistic approach to machine learning and combinatorial
simplification, what is the scope of the thesis.

Various applications of the neural networks and combinatorial optimization in
EM have been published by the author in [1] - [4]. The present work is focused rather
on extending theoretical background of the published approaches than illustrating
all possible applications of the neural networks. The concept of the thesis lies in
applying the probabilistic approach to behavioural modelling. The crucial questions
like ”bias vs. variance dilemma” in machine learning orNP computational complex-
ity in combinatorial simplification are addressed, discussed and possible solutions to
the problems are proposed.

Basically, the thesis can be divided onto two particular parts. The first part
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can be assigned to the circuit level domain. It deals with simplification of a complex
impedance network using a stochastic neural network called the Boltzmann machine
(BM). The main purpose is to simplify an equivalent circuit and simultaneously
maintain its external behaviour (e.g. equivalent impedance). An impedance network
simplification problem is analytically mapped onto the BM which is capable to solve
the combinatorial problem very efficiently. The motivation is to map more versatile
equivalent circuits to be simplified by the BM.

The second part covers approximation, classification and kernel density esti-
mation problems. Thus, it should cover the reminder of the special tasks. In all
of the mentioned problems the ”bias vs. variance dilemma” is addressed since it
strongly influence reliability (generalization) of the models. More specifically, the
Parzen window is under the scope of the second part of the thesis since it is the core
of the probabilistic (PNN) and general regression neural networks (GRNN). De-
veloped model selection criterion based on Bayesian framework incorporates model
fitting, generalization, regularization, and structural change in the probabilistic neu-
ral model.
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1.1. OBJECTIVES

1.1 Objectives

The purpose of this section is to formulate the main work objectives and also to
summarize all challenges resulting from the investigated problem.

Dealing with simplification task, the first objective results from the fact that
there is no general method how to map combinatorial problems onto BM.

Objective 1

The impedance network simplification has to be formulated in accordance
to the Boltzmann machine energy function E and appropriate mapping
method O → E has to be developed.

Generally, the cooling schedule has to be chosen properly according to a par-
ticular problem. Since the BM was intended for efficient simulation of annealing
process known from statistical mechanics, the parallel implementation influencing
the BM dynamics should be studied.

Objective 2

The methodology of cooling schedule definition and suitable updating scheme
have to be developed to guarantee the BM convergence to the closely op-
timal solution.

Regarding to probabilistic modelling, it is essential to decrease the number of
hidden neurons and increase the performance both the PNN and GRNN models. A
clustering technique has to be connected with sufficient kernel width estimator and
visa-versa since both of the tasks deal with model complexity and contribute to the
model bias and variance in the similar way.

Objective 3

An accurate PDF estimation has to be implemented in PNN and GRNN
to increase their accuracy and computational efficiency.

The last objective is to evaluate probability-based neural networks in a proper
way.

Objective 4

The proper validation technique has to be developed to measure qualities
of stochastic neural optimizers and probabilistic neural approaches.
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2 Mapping problem

2.1 Mapping strategy

As mentioned above, a combinatorial problem has to be mapped onto the neural
network so that the neural network state related to the highest system energy E
equals the problem solution. Note that the Boltzmann machine maximizes its energy
function and its maximum has to be related to the minimum of the objective func-
tion. One should distinguish between the training of a feed forward neural network
and a mapping problem.

Firstly, the combinatorial problem in hand has to be defined. Each cable from
the bundle is characterized by input impedance of a circuit (access) interfacing the
aircraft electronic equipment. Let us suppose, that these impedances Zi,j mainly
influence the total current Ic flowing through the bundle. In this approximative
form, input impedances interfacing the bundle (accesses) form impedance network
(IN) which describes a particular cable bundle configuration so that the cable bundle
simplification can be formulated as an impedance network simplification problem:

O(Zeq, Z̃eq, r, α) = αr + SSE(Zeq, Z̃eq). (2.1)

Here, we have to minimize a number of elements r appearing in the reduced
IN characterized by an equivalent impedance Z̃eq. Simultaneously, a mean squared
error between equivalent impedances Zeq and Z̃eq representing original and reduced
networks has to be minimized. Zeq and Z̃eq are vectors each one containing K
frequency samples of equivalent impedances whose derivation is described later.
Since these two criteria are obviously conflicting, the coefficient α is proposed to
balance the objectives.

An IN simplification task has to be encoded into the BM via the network
weights wi,j. In order to provide this mapping the system energy function of the
BM has to be defined. The system energy E(k) is a monotony increasing function of
the BM neuron states k changing in time. From an analogy with thermodynamics,
the energy function of the BM can be expressed as follows [6]

E(k) =
L∑
i=1

L∑
j=1

wi,j k(i)k(j), (2.2)
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where wi,j is the symmetric connection weight between the i–th and j–th neuron,
k(i) is the output of the i–th binary neuron, and L is the number of neurons.
A network bias is represented by weight wi,j if i = j. The system energy E(k) is in
area of neural networks called consensus function and its usually denoted by C(k).

To conclude this introduction to mapping strategy, the simplification task is a
combinatorial optimization problem having the following characteristics:

• In general, all of the configurations of reduced IN are allowed. Thus, we are
dealing with an unconstrained optimization problem.

• The criteria pointed above are obviously conflicting. The simplification prob-
lem is naturally multi-criterial.

• From the computational complexity point of view, it belongs to the class of
NP problems because the running time of the Turing machine tM is rather
an exponential function of problem size L (number of elements in the IN):
tM = 2L.

2.2 Mapping procedure

The mapping approach is based on the derivation of connection weights of the Boltz-
mann machine from the objective function defining a simplification problem. If
proper mapping is provided the energy function of the Boltzmann machine is called
order-preserving and satisfies the following condition:

∀k, l ∈ Ω : E(k) > E(l) ⇒ O(k) < O(l). (2.3)

Here k and l denote two states of the Boltzmann machine belonging to the set of all
possible BM states Ω. Since, the state of the BM directly defines a configuration of
reduced IN the objective function O can be evaluated directly as it is on the right
side of expression 2.3.

In order to provide sufficient mapping, the objective function (see (2.1)) has
to be more precisely defined. For that propose, let us define a binary vector
X = {x1, x2, . . . xn}T identifying omitted elements. Simultaneously, let us consider
that equivalent admittances Yeq and Ỹeq are used instead of impedances to simplify
calculation of the Zeq to sum the Yi,j(fk) samples. Then, the objective function
defined by equation 2.1 can be rewritten into the form suitable for our mapping
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strategy:

O(X, α) =
K∑
k=1

(
L∑
i=1

xi<{Yi,k} −
L∑
i=1

<{Yi,k}

)2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
SSE over the real parts

+
K∑
k=1

(
L∑
i=1

xi={Yi,k} −
L∑
i=1

={Yi,k}

)2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
SSE over the imaginary parts

(2.4)

+ α
L∑
i=1

xi︸ ︷︷ ︸
degree of reduction

.

Here, K is the number of frequency samples, symbol L denotes the number of IN
elements and xi states as the activator of the i–th IN element. The symbol j is
an index pointing onto a particular load impedance from a bank of possible loads.
It is obvious, if the vector X consists of ones, the SSE will be zero, while the
last term in (2.4) (a reduction criterion) reaches its maximum value and visa-versa.
Thus, the proposed equation (2.4) satisfies our requirements defined in (2.1) and
it is simultaneously suitable for transformation in (2.2). Furthermore, due to the
form of equation (2.4), we avoid complex numbers which cannot be dealt by the
Boltzmann machine.

Equations (2.5) and (2.6) are the original results obtained by mapping of a
simplification task onto the BM. Here, 2 ·K (the number of frequency samples) was
introduced to hold a sufficient range for the coefficient α. The proposed coefficient
is derived from the mean squared error over the frequency samples
MSE = (SSE< + SSE=)/(2 · K). It is obvious from equations (2.4) and (2.6)
that, MSE is finally minimized instead of SSE, which was used for the simplicity
of the mapping expressions. If the BM weights and biases are defined according
to (2.5) and (2.6) the neural network will converge to the minimum of function O.
The chapter 2.4 is dedicated to the study of BM convergence characteristics. An
interpretation of the results and its further exploitation is under the scope of the
following section.

wi,j = −
K∑
k=1

(={Yi,k}={Yj,k}+ <{Yi,k}<{Yj,k}) (2.5)

bi = −
K∑
k=1

[
<{Yi,k}2 + ={Yi,k}2 + 2 (<{Yi,k}dk + ={Yi,k}ck)

]
− 2 ·K · α

(2.6)
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2.3. INTUITIVE ASPECT

2.3 Intuitive aspect

Expressions 2.5 and 2.6 can be interpreted in an intuitive way motivating further
investigation of the designed BM model. In order to give an intuitive picture about
the obtained results, synaptic weights and biases are described in relation to the
BM energy function.

Synaptic weight wi,j can be understood as the level of desirability that the i–th
and the j–th neurons will be activated simultaneously. If the connection weight
wi,j < 0 the Boltzmann machine will tend not to activate both of the neurons
simultaneously since this activation would lead to decreasing the energy function
in (2.2). Those weights are called inhibitory weights or inhibitory connections. On
the other hand, if wi,j > 0 it is desirable to activate this connection because it will
increase the energy function. In this case the weight is called excitatory weight.

Each particular neuron activation desirability is defined by neuron bias. If
bi < 0 the i–th neuron will tend to be switched off and visa-versa (see (2.2)). Let
us further investigate equations (2.5) and (2.6) in connection with energy function
in (2.2) and our objectives formulated in (2.1).

The neural network weight wi,j will be excitatory if imaginary parts of the
admittance samples ={Yi,k} and ={Yj,k} have different signs and the real parts
<{Yi,k} and <{Yj,k} are as small as possible over the K frequency samples (see
equation 2.5). It is obvious that only admittances with different signs can cancel
each other. Thus, the i–th and the j–th neurons are encouraged to be switched on
by weight wi,j to maintain the SSE criterion. On the other hand, the i–th and the
j–th neurons are forced to be switched off by the negative biases bi and bj.

2.4 Conclusions on the mapping problem

A combinatorial approach to IN simplification was published by the author in [3].
Here, the mapping problem was solved via exact derivation of the weights and
biases - parameters of an equivalent Boltzmann machine. As mentioned above, the
found expressions maps the simplification problem onto the Boltzmann machine
annealing. Naturally, the mapping procedure leads to a fast BM combinatorial
solver since the BM energy function is computationally cheaper than the original
objective function. Moreover, we showed that more criteria can be incorporated
in the objective function with preserving the same computational complexity of
annealing which is also superior to the conventional approaches.

From an intuitive point of view, the trade-off between two conflicting criteria
(fitting and complexity) can be straightly driven via BM biases. This is an impor-
tant result for further exploration of this approach in the field of multi-objective
optimization.
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3 Neural dynamics

In the previous chapter, mapping the simplification task onto the BM was formu-
lated. Once all of the weights of BM are defined its required to simulate annealing
by BM in a proper way to obtain the highest system energy E. A cooling schedule
is defined by: the starting temperature T0, the lowest system temperature Tmin,
the cooling function, and the time step Ts. All of the parameters and the optimal
cooling function have to be defined in order to guarantee BM convergence to the
desired sub-optimal (close to optimal) solution.

3.1 Finite-Time approximation

In this section an approximation of asymptotic behaviour is to be employed without
losing versatility of the method. The approximation does not depend on a particular
combinatorial problem but it is based on approximating the stationary distribution
described in the previous section. The idea lies in substituting a quasi equilibrium
state to the exact equilibrium state characterized by the stationary distribution q(T ).
Quasi equilibrium is defined by the following expression[7]:

‖a(Nl, Tl)− q(Tl)‖ < ε, (3.7)

where a(Nl, Tl) is a quasi-stationary distribution obtained after Nl iterations (tran-
sitions) of BM under the temperature Tl in the l-th iteration. As mentioned above,
a cooling schedule is defined by three parameters and another parameter arises with
finite-time approximation. All of the cooling schedule parameters can be summa-
rized in the following four points:

• An initial value of temperature T0 has to be defined.

• A suitable decrement function for cooling has to be found.

• A finite number of iterations Nl leading to quasi-equilibrium state has to be
expressed.

• A final value of temperature has to be chosen as a stop criterion
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Initial temperature

The only criterion for the starting temperature T0 is that 50 percent of proposed
transitions from an initial state k0 should be accepted by the Boltzmann machine.
If we chose Testim = −10 ·∆Emin,max the resulting acceptance probability is:

Ak0(i, T0) =
1

1 + exp(− ∆Emin,max

−10∆Emin,max
)
= 0.475 (3.8)

Since the transition leading to a maximal negative difference ∆Emin,max occurs with
a very low probability, we consider that Ak0(i, T0) = 0.475 is appropriate for a
practical application. Obviously, the BM reaches its maximal energy Emax if all of
the excitatory connections (positive weights) are activated while the minimal energy
Emin can be measured if all of the inhibitory connections are activated (negative
weights). A connection is called activated if two connected neurons are ”on”. Thus,
the maximal negative energy difference can be expressed as:

∆Emin,max =
L∑
i=1

L∑
j=1,{i,j}∈N

wi,j −
L∑
i=1

L∑
j=1,{i,j}∈P

wi,j. (3.9)
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Figure 3.1 A parametric study of initial temperature values; expected
values of energy function evolve in different ways; the BM
run employing our estimation T0 is depicted by black thick
line

In Figure 3.1, four runs of the BM are depicted. Each simplification process was
executed with respect to a different initial temperature: T0 = 10 ·Testim, T0 = Testim,
T0 = 0.1·Testim and T0 = 0.01·Testim. Here, Testim is the value estimated according to
(3.9). In order to depict the parametric study in a transparent way, expected values
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of energy functions are depicted in Figure 3.1 rather than their actual values over
the iterations. It is a sufficient approach providing that the energy state variances
approach zero at low temperatures. Since cooling was started in various melting
temperatures T0,i, the convergence curves are compared according to the number
of iterations needed to reach the optimal distribution (〈E〉optim = 1). As can be
observed in Figure 3.1, the expected value 〈E〉10·Testim

approximately equals 〈E〉Testim
.

Thus, we can consider that 〈E〉Testim
≈ 〈E〉T∞ which implies correctness of our

approach.

Cooling profile

The discretized process of annealing can be understood as a series of homogeneous
Markov chains. If a slow cooling schedule is proposed (low difference between Tl

and Tl+1) then stationary distributions of neighboring Markov chains will be similar.
Thus, the propagation of the stationary distribution (3.7) over the iterations doesn’t
need a lot of transitions (settling of a particular Markov chain) at each temperature
Tl. If the BM is annealed faster (with a high difference between Tl and Tl+1) the
situation is opposite. Notice that the faster the cooling the faster the optimization
algorithm.
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Figure 3.2 A parametric study of cooling function; expected values of
energy function satisfy the initial criterion; the BM run
related to the previous figure is depicted by black thick line

As mentioned above, the conceptually simple cooling schedule is appropriate
for our purpose. In this case, a system is cooled down by an exponential profile,
which can be described by the following recurrent equation:

Tl+1 = βTl, (3.10)
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where the coefficient β should vary between β =< 0.8, 0.99 >. Four cooling profiles
were considered to compose a parametric analysis depicted in Figure 3.2. Each curve
was obtained by BM annealing which started with initial temperature T0 = Testim.
If we compare Figures 3.1 and 3.2 we will obviously conclude that increasing the
speed of cooling leads to faster convergence of the optimization process. However,
in contrast with the first approach (lowering the initial temperature T0), we obtain
reliable results since the convergence criterion 〈E〉Testim

≈ 〈E〉T∞ holds for each curve
in Figure 3.2.

A number of the transitions

According to [7], the length of the l-th Markov chain can equal the number of BM
neurons if the total number of neurons satisfies L > 100. This condition is satisfied
since we are simplifying a very complex impedance network. Let us note, that the
number of load impedances composing an IN equals the number of neurons L of the
BM. Aarts found an approximation which returns the probability of selecting the
i-th neuron for transition if Nl transitions are proposed:

P (i) = 1− exp(−Nl

L
). (3.11)

If Nl = L is chosen, then the probability of choosing the i-th neuron for transition
equals to P (i) ≈ 2/3. This means, that in 3 iterations of annealing process all of the
neurons are asked for their transition, which is considered as sufficient in [7]. Note
that, the distribution selecting neurons for transition remains uniform.

Results depicted in Figure 3.3 show us that the estimation Nl = L can be
used for various problem complexities. Since all of the fast BMs converged to their
reference solutions, we suggest the steepest cooling schedule β = 0.8 can be used for
our simplifier.

Stopping criterion

All of the experiments illustrated above employed the same stopping criterionm = 5.
Thus, each run of the BM machine was stopped if all of the proposed transitions
were not accepted in five consecutive temperature decrements. This condition was
chosen according to Aarts and Korst’s recommendation. Moreover, one can easily
check the correctness of this approach by observing the saturated evolution of the
energy function in Figures 3.1 - 3.3.

Unlimited parallelism

Figure 3.4 depicts convergences of the parallel Boltzmann machines to their maximal
energy states. The BMs were employed to solve four simplification instances which
have been used in the previous tests. One can clearly observe convergences of the
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Figure 3.3 Verification of cooling schedule parameters; Nl = L,
β = 0.8; each curve is related to a particular run of the
BM simplifying differently complex INs: L = 100, 200,
500 and 1000.
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Figure 3.4 Convergence of the stationary distributions for parallel
emulation of the BM related to the sequential simulations

stationary distributions in Figure 3.4: variance decreases to zero, and the expected
value reaches the maximal energy. The results obtained using BM parallel emulation
show us that we can exploit an unlimited version of BM parallelism even in the case of
a fully-connected model which is the worst case for erroneously calculated differences.
Thus, our application confirms Aarts and Korst experimental statements. Notice
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that rigorous convergence proof for parallel BM doesn’t exist.

Obviously, parallel implementation can reduce a computation time significantly.
On the other hand, settling time of the BM can increase due to erroneously calcu-
lated differences. This means that the reduction of execution time is not clearly
proportional to the number of mutually activated units q. Both the sequential and
parallel machines are compared from a time consumption point of view in the chapter
4.5 which dedicated to numerical simulations.

3.2 Conclusions on neural dynamics

A finite-time approximation of asymptotic behaviour was then examined along with
estimating time schedule parameters. The initial temperature value strongly effects
computational time of the annealing process and can prevent (or cause) settling the
BM in a local minimum of the energy function. The equation estimating an ini-
tial temperature value was derived, the BM was simulated, and excellent agreement
with Aarts proposal for simulated annealing was obtained. The remainder of the
hyper-parameters were estimated according to recommendations in [7] and parame-
ter analyses were performed to ensure the convergence of approximated behaviour.
Finally, the BM was executed to solve our simplification problem in various prob-
lem instances and complexities. All simulations converged closely to the optimal
solutions.

Furthermore, unlimited parallelism was investigated to explore the possibility
of parallel simplification and speed up the combinatorial search. Parallel Boltzmann
machines were emulated and various problem instances and complexities were solved.
Convergence curves settled in the same solutions as we obtained using sequential
BMs. On the other hand, the parallel execution is not clearly the faster approach
to annealing since erroneously calculated energy differences slow down BM settling
to its stationary distribution. A more detailed comparison of the sequential and
parallel BMs is given in the last chapter of this work.
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4.1. PDF ESTIMATION

4 Probabilistic neural networks

4.1 PDF estimation

It is obvious that the PDF estimation plays an important role in classification and
approximation problems. Moreover, a classification task can be expressed in terms
of regression. Assuming a two class problem, we can define yA = 0 value as a class
A identifier and yB = 1 as a class B identifier. Hence, regression of y on X can be
written as follows [8]

E[y|X] =
∑
i

yiP (yi|X)

= yAP (yA|X) + yBP (yB|X) (4.12)

= P (ClassB|X)

Thus, in the case of two class problem, regression is a conditional probability of
the class B. Probability of the class A can be easily obtained by 1− P (ClassB|X).
Then a decision boundary can be found.

Coming back to neural networks, the PNN architecture implements the Parzen
estimator for PDF extraction from the input data [9]:

f(X) =
1

(2π)n/2σn

1

m

m∑
i=1

· exp
[
−(X−Pi)

T (X−Pi)

2σ2

]
, (4.13)

where X is the n–dimensional input vector, Pi denotes the i–th input pattern,
the kernel variance (smoothing parameter) is represented by σ2, and m is the num-
ber of training patterns. The Parzen window belongs to the class of kernel density
estimators and it is usually equipped by a multidimensional Gaussian kernel func-
tion. So that, the PNN directly employs kernel density estimation (KDE) method.

In [10] the GRNN structure was derived by extending the KDE expression
defining PNN structure by one dimension corresponding to distribution of the targets
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Y :

f(X, Y ) =
k

m

m∑
i=1

·

PNN term︷ ︸︸ ︷
exp

[
−(X−Pi)

T (X−Pi)

2σ2

]
(4.14)

· exp
[
−(Y − Yi)

2

2σ2

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

GRNN term

,

where X ∈ Rn is the input vector, Y ∈ R denotes the output scalar value, {Pi, Yi} ∈
D is the i-th training pair from the set D, m denotes a number of the patterns, and
k = (2π)−(n+1)/2σ−(n+1) normalizes the estimated (n + 1)-dimensional distribution.
Equation (4.14) implies that it is possible to derive a general criterion for PNN and
GRNN if we are able to construct an objective function for assessing multivariate
KDE.

The main disadvantage of the original PNN discussed in the section ?? is clear
from expression 4.13. A number of training patterns m equals the number of ker-
nel functions required for PDF estimation. Notice that, due to this fact, the PNN
and GRNN computational complexity can be high in cases of the multi-dimensional
problems or dense training sets. It is essential to employ some kind of structural
simplification (reduction of number of the kernels) to increase computational effi-
ciency.

4.2 Bias vs. Variance

Probabilistic neural networks can be formulated as non-parametric regression es-
timators. The bias vs. variance dilemma lies in the fact that even well trained
neural network can exhibit very high error over the testing set. In the case of noisy
data, such a network can snap on noise and it doesn’t estimate the true regression
function. Unfortunately, it is difficult to distinguish contributions of the original
function and noise. This is the reason for the dilemma. The same phenomenon can
be observed on estimators used in the PNN and GRNN structures and this is the
reason for investigating this question.

As shown in [8], the dilemma is naturally involved in the mean-squared error
(MSE) formulation of the neural network training criterion. The MSE expression
can be split into the two parts (bias and variance) each one contributing to the
overall error.

Selection of an optimal number of the free parameters employed by a neural
network can be understood as model selection problem. The framework addressing
these problems is called regularization. PNN and GRNN model complexity is driven
via the width of Gaussian kernel σ. It generally holds that, the higher σ the higher
bias (lower variance) and visa-versa. The question is, how to find an optimal σ?
This problem will be addressed in detail in the next sections.
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4.3 Bayesian strategy

Bayesian approach to machine learning was comprehensively studied by D. McKay in
his doctoral thesis [11]. The main idea lies in suggestion that all quantities connected
with a learning machine (eq. free parameters E , smoothing parameter σ, or machine
structure H) are understood as random quantities. In this way, all characteristic
properties of a particular neural model (eg. fitting, complexity, sensitivity) can be
mapped onto characteristic probability distribution - the posterior (p(E|D, σ) in our
case). Based on the posterior distribution, a particular neural model can be selected
-an equilibrium between bias and variance can be found.

The posterior distribution for our model H can be written in the following way

p(E|D, σ,H) =
p(D, E , σ,H)

p(D, σ,H)
=

p(D|E , σ,H) · p(E|σ,H) · p(σ,H)

p(D, σ,H)

=
p(D|E , σ,H) · p(E)

p(D|σ,H)
=

likelihood x prior

evidence
. (4.15)

Here, the prior distribution of network free parameters p(E) = p(E|σ,H) is indepen-
dent of the chosen model and the smoothing parameter σ. In the fact, the prior
distribution p(E) is our prior knowledge or assumption about the original PDF, since
free parameters of the Parzen window E = {Qj}mj=1 can be understood as samples
drawn from the unknown density. Finally, the evidence p(D|σ,H) is a degree of be-
lieve that our model H with defined smoothing σ generates training data D. Note
that, the evidence doesn’t depend on a particular configuration of the free param-
eters E . In the fact, this means that the evidence incorporates all of the possible
configurations and can be understood as a measure of general model performance
for given value of σ. As we will see, the evidence can act as a criterion for model
selection task.

4.4 Bayesian procedure

Obviously, the posterior distribution p(E|D, σ,H) isn’t known and the evidence has
to be estimated by marginalizing the likelihood distribution:

p(D|σ,H) =

∫
E
p(D, E|σ,H)dE =

∫
E
p(D|E , σ,H) · p(E)dE , (4.16)

where the prior distribution p(E) has to be chosen and we have to integrate over
the entire space of free parameters. Once the integral (4.16) is solved we can find
the optimal smoothing σ (bias and variance equilibrium) according to the highest
evidence of the model. The question is, how to calculate the marginalization in-
tegral efficiently. The developed procedure deriving the evidence criterion can be
introduced in five fundamental points:
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• Selection and the effect of the prior distribution. Evidence is not very sensitive
to the prior assumption. Since we have no prior knowledge about the original
distribution the choice of uniform distribution is an intuitive option which is,
furthermore, mathematically convenient.

• The likelihood can be decomposed onto the sum of the products. Each par-
ticular product is locally approximated by the Chebyshev polynomial. Alter-
natively, the Gaussian integral can be employed.

• The crucial point of the Bayesian approach is computational complexity. This
can be significantly reduced by combinatorial simplification and likelihood
approximations.

• Developed criterion naturally tackles an arbitrary dimensional problem. The
proposed method enable various kernel widths over the dimensions.

4.5 Conclusions on probabilistic neural networks

The key concept is based on Bayesian framework which allows us to develop a
complex objective incorporating model fitting, generalization, regularization, and
structural change in a neural model. Although the initial computational complexity
is unacceptable, efficient simplistic procedures can be found. The author can see
the main contribution of the chapter lying in versatility and performance of the
method, original integration procedure, combinatorial approach to the reduction of
the computational complexity, and local analytical approximation of the decomposed
likelihood. All of the results were submitted for publication in [5] and convince the
author for further research of this particular kind of approach to neural inference.
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5.1. BOLTZMANN MACHINE SIMPLIFIER

5 Numerical validation

5.1 Boltzmann machine simplifier

Performance

Performance of the developed simplifier was tested by comparing the BM, simu-
lated annealing (SA), and genetic algorithm (GA) techniques. In order to eval-
uate and compare all methods, five IN with increasing level of complexity where
examined:L = 100, L = 200, L = 300, L = 500, L = 1000. Each particular
algorithm was executed ten times to measure averaged running time t and maxi-
mal/minimal reached cost function Omax/Omin. Notice that, it is not possible to
compare the methods by a number of objective function calculations, since the BM
evaluates its unique function (energy difference). Unfortunately, its ambiguous to
compare various optimisation methods due to their hyper-parameters. An expert
knowledge is required to configure each algorithm in the best way. However, it is
possible to tune the algorithms for a particular level of simplification and observe
the deviation of a reduced IN from the original one. Table 5.1 summarizes obtained
results over the various problem instances.

BM (β = 0.8) SA (β = 0.8) GA
L t (s) Omin Omax t (s) Omin Omax t (s) Omin Omax

100 0.1 26.6 26.6 4.5 26.6 70.6 12.8 30.8 39.5
200 0.3 57.0 57.0 23.6 56.5 92.6 37.9 70.7 225.4
300 0.6 86.7 86.7 37.2 86.0 88.6 55.0 138.2 222.7
500 1.4 164.7 164.7 160.3 167.4 208.2 157.1 417.8 583.1
1000 4.6 348.8 348.8 1216.1 354.8 535.7 1367.5 1747.7 4058.2

Table 5.1 A comparative study of three combinatorial simplifiers

As we can see in table 5.1, the fastest and most accurate method is the devel-
oped BM simplifier. The efficiency of proposed BM lies in enumerating very simple
function (energy difference) within the annealing process in comparison with the
objective function required by the other methods. Notice that, computational time
corresponding to the BM incorporate the mapping procedure expressed in (2.5).
Moreover, the BM always converges very close to optimal solution which proofs the
correctness of proposed cooling schedule.
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In Figure 5.5, computational time required by the BM versus a number of the
IN elements is depicted. A cubic polynomial fits the measured values well. Thus, we
can say that the BM annealed according to the proposed cooling schedule exhibit
approximately O(L2) computational complexity.
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Figure 5.5 Computational time depending on the number of IN elements

Reliability

In order to compare the efficiency and robustness of all algorithms, simple statistical
evaluation was provided. First, all methods were executed 1000 times to simplified
the same IN. Then, it was possible to estimate a probability distribution of the
results (see Figure 5.6). It is obvious, the narrower distribution was obtained by
a more reliable algorithm and the lower mean value was obtained by a more effi-
cient algorithm. The statistical experiment was performed on the simple trial IN
consisting of the L = 100 elements. Each particular simulation was executed under
random initial conditions.

While the first test was performed for one particular IN simplified 1000 times,
the second test dealt with 25 various problem instances (different INs). Each par-
ticular IN was simplified by all three algorithms under the test. In figure 5.7, most
probable results estimated by each algorithm can be observed over the 25 prob-
lem instances. The performance is represented by median values denoted by lines,
the reliability is represented by intervals covering 99% of possible results. In Fig-
ure 5.7, each particular errorbar indicates 99% of observed results obtained by the
corresponding algorithm.

Figure 5.7 illustrates both of the performance and reliability of the algorithms
under the test over 25 different problem instances. Generally, the GA algorithm
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Figure 5.6 Probability distribution of the results provided by the GA, SA, and BM; the
BM always converges to the same solution which is indicated by the vertical
dashed line
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Figure 5.7 Most probable values of the objective function reached by a particular method
(lines); the errorbars indicates 99% of observed results obtained by the
corresponding algorithm; the results obtained by the BM are denoted by cross
markers

exhibits low quality in comparison with both SA and BM methods. As can be
observed in Figure 5.7, the BM provides solutions exhibiting the same quality as
0.5% of the best results provided by the SA method, which is convincing proof of
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the BM efficiency.

Parallel emulation

The parallel BM was simulated using the same test-case as used in section ??.
Computational time was measured over the annealing process and the mapping
procedure was excluded to emphasize the time of convergence. Both of the parallel
and sequential machines retuned the same solution to the problem as it listed in
table 5.1. Thus, table 5.2 compares execution time of the sequential and parallel
BM. The total simulation time measured for parallel BM was divided by L · 2/3 to
take into account the parallel activation of the L · 2/3 neurons and judge efficiency
of the parallel approach.

sequential parallel
L t (ms) t (ms)
100 12.4 36.0
200 29.9 2100.1
300 45.8 415.0
500 90.0 1236.1
1000 214.7 2604.0

Table 5.2 A comparative study of the parallel and sequential execution of the BM; the
computational time of sequential execution is listed in milliseconds.

Notice that, the execution time of the sequential BM is listed in milliseconds.
Measured execution time is much higher in the case of the parallel machine. Unfor-
tunately, we have to conclude that any parallelism is not suitable for our purpose due
to the full connected type of the BM and erroneously calculated energy differences.

5.2 Probabilistic neural networks

A structural change of KDE

A set consisting of ten samples (circles in figure 5.9) was drawn from a two mode
probability distribution formed by two Gaussian distributions σorig = 0.3. The
task was to simultaneously tune the smoothing parameter and adjust the sufficient
number of the kernels (radial neurons) so that the bias/variance equilibrium would
be found. Figure 5.8 illustrates evolution of the evidence according to a particular
number of the kernels.

Figure 5.9 summarizes three approaches to the kernel density estimation: ev-
idence based selection, cross-validation, and evidence based structural change. If
structural change is employed, the proposed criterion selects a model with signifi-
cantly better generalization: MSECV = 11.1 · 10−3, MSEEV = 2.9 · 10−3.
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Figure 5.8 Evolution of the evidence criterion for various numbers of the kernels
m = {1, 2, · · · 10}; evidence maxima are denoted by markers, each one
corresponding to a particular KDE.

Figure 5.9 Kernel density estimation driven by the evidence criterion; a uniform prior
distribution (black thick solid line) is very rough assumption on the original
PDF (red thick dashed line); the evidence (EV) criterion leads to the similar
generalization (thin solid line) like the cross-validation (CV) criterion (black
thin dashed line) in the case of all kernels activated (m = 10); a model
consisting of two kernels (m = 2) selected by the EV exhibits the best
generalization (blue thick solid line).
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Classification task

The second experiment lies in separation of intertwined spirals which have been
already used as an illustrative classification problem in [13]. The reason for address-
ing this particular task lies in its three characteristic points: strongly non-linearly
separable problem, high variance in mutual distances of the neighbouring samples,
clearly non-uniform distribution of the samples (strongly against the uniform prior).

Density of the training samples increases as we follow a spiral towards its
center. Thus, the evidence criterion was employed to find a compromise between
precisely shaped density within area close to the center and smooth density within
distant area, see Figure 5.10 (left). This equilibrium is strongly connected with
a shape of decision boundaries formed by the PNN. Despite of the prior, proposed
evidence criterion selected an equilibrium between over-fitting (too high complexity)
and over-smoothing (too low complexity).

Figure 5.10 A probability distribution estimated by PNN belonging to a particular spiral
(left) and decision boundaries provided on the output of the PNN (right);
each particular spiral training set is denoted by a unique type of marker;
evidence based PNN model produces decision boundaries compromising
between over-smoothed (CV) and over-fitted (NN) solutions.

Figure 5.11 Decision boundaries formed by two reference estimations: over-smoothed
CV based PNN (left), over-fitted nearest neighbour (NN) estimate (right).
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Approximation task

A training set for approximation test case consists of 50 samples obtained by sam-
pling an original function depicted in Figure 5.12 (thick dashed line). The target is
a noisy (σnoise = 0.75) composite function exhibiting both of the smooth and rough
parts, which is crucial for all of the model selection criteria. The evidence was em-
ployed to find all of the smoothing parameters for the GRNN estimator while the
cross-validation criterion was used as a reference method. Figure 5.12 shows that
both of the criteria leads to a compromise between fitting the rough parts of the
original function and suppressing noise. The evidence approach clearly applies less
smoothing then the cross-validation criterion. Note that, this statement holds for
all numerical examples given above and it always leads to better generalization.

In order to enumerate the evidence criterion for the GRNN in a rigorous way,
one hundred noisy training sets were generated and average MSE over all sets was
measured for both of the evidence and CV criteria. Each particular MSE measured
deviance between the original function f(x) and particular GRNN estimate over the
entire approximated interval and for dense testing set. The resulting errors clearly
indicates that evidence criterion selects more probable models: MSECV = 1.73,
MSEEV = 1.02.

Figure 5.12 A comparison of the EV based (solid thin line) and the CV based (dashed
thin line) GRNN estimators recovering the composite original function
(dashed thick line) from a training set corrupted by Gaussian noise
(crosses).
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6 Conclusion

Even though all objectives and results have been independently discussed above, it
is worthwhile to present a general point of the view. The author finds interesting to
remark some positive and promising features of the ideas as well as their limitations
and disadvantages.

First, its obvious that the simplification task can be solved very efficiently us-
ing the mapping procedure and the Boltzmann machine. Estimated computational
complexity promises high efficiency of the developed method in solving large prob-
lems. The BM incorporates measured values of the impedance elements, which is an
important practical feature. On the other hand, the proposed method was demon-
strated on a simple circuit topology which makes the mapping not so complicated.
The future research should be mainly focused on generalizing the mapping proce-
dure to enable simplifying an arbitrary topology of an equivalent circuit. This step
will probably require some change in the energy function of the BM and some struc-
tural change of the machine itself. However, if the generalized mapping problem was
solved a robust synthesiser of equivalent circuits could be obtained. Such a method
would incorporate both the equivalent circuit model performance (fitting) and the
model complexity (generalization).

The main motivation for developing the evidence criterion was given by need
of some comprehensive approach to the model selection problem. This problem is
not usually addressed by the behavioural modellers but its crucial from the model
generalization point of the view. As demonstrated above, the proposed criterion can
address a wide spectrum of machine learning problems if its applied on the Parzen
estimator. As mentioned above, the most crucial problem of the proposed method is
its computational complexity. Even if some simplistic methods were proposed and
discussed, the computational time rises to rapidly with extent of training data. This
should be the first step in future research. A possible way is to find an alternative
form of the kernel leading to analytically integrable likelihood. The positive result
is the robustness of the criterion against the prior assumption, which was verified by
numerical simulations. This aspect makes possible to use the evidence for regulariz-
ing solutions to the inverse tasks (e.g debluring problem, linearised inverse scattering
problem) since the same phenomena occur within the field of these problems. More-
over, optimal and efficient selection of the KDE smoothing parameter is still open
question in statistics and the evidence is a possible solution to the problem.
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